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Ethics and Criminal Justice: Some Observations on Police Misconduct
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One need not look far to see evidence of
the societal importance placed on ethics
in criminal justice. Ethics has been a hot
topic in the 1990s and promises to be
equally important as we venture into the
new millennium. Often, the issue of ethics in criminal justice is considered synonymous with police ethics. However,
ethics touches all of the main branches
of criminal justice practice as well as the
academic realm. Due to the high profile
nature of policing in our society, however,
ethics is commonly connected with policing. Therefore, particular focus is given
to this dimension in the following discussion Within this essay the topic of ethics is addressed by first examining a
general understanding of this concept.
Second, a brief discussion of our societal concern over ethics and criminal justice practice is examined. Third, the discussion centers on selected scholarship
in criminal justice ethics. Finally, some
concluding remarks are offered.
ETHICS AND ETHICAL

ISSUES:

A

PRIMER

According to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, "ethics" is defined as (1) "a disci-
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pline dealing with good and evil and with
moral duty" or (2) "moral principles or practice." The first definition suggests that
ethics is a discipline or area of study. This
certainly has been the case when we examine the academic field of Philosophy.
Criminal justice is, admittedly, a hybrid
discipline drawing from many academic
fields-one being Philosophy. Interestingly,
a good portion of the published academic
scholarship in criminal justice ethics is
philosophical in nature and can be found
in the journal Criminal Justice Ethics.
The other part of the definition suggests
that ethics is a combination of cognition
('moral principles') and behavior ('practice'). Therefore, we might conclude that
ethics is the study of the principle and
practice of good, evil, and moral duty.
As we consider the nature of criminal justice, and in particular policing, within contemporary society, the behavior of law
enforcement officers is continually the
target of ethical evaluation. The field of
law enforcement has been under scrutiny during various historical epochs for
behavior that has been called into ques-

tion on ethical grounds. Whether it be
search and seizure "fishing expeditions"
prior to Mapp v. Ohio, the fallout from the
Knapp Commission report (a la Serpico)
or the latest instance of police misconduct to flood the media, essentially the
concern is over conduct or behavior.
Cognitive processes and the socialization that reinforces unprofessional and unethical conduct influence the onset and
proliferation of undesirable behavior. Thus,
while one must be concerned with psycholoqical and sociological forces that
help to produce police unprofessionalism
and unethical behavior we should not lose
sight of the role choice has in police misconduct.
One would be hard pressed to produce
credible evidence to suggest that policing has not become more professional
over the past several decades It seems
equally unreasonable to suggest that the
entire field of policinq is corrupt and permeated with graft. However, and as most
See Ethics,
page 4
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A Vision for ACJS
Part Two
In my first presidential letter, I thanked Bob Bohm (Chair) and the members of the strategic planning
committee for their excellent work and challenging report at the annual meetings in New Orleans. Drawing from their recommendations, then I discussed four goals for the ACJS during my term in office and
over the immediate years to follow. They were:
Goal
Goal
Goal
Goal

1:
2:
3:
4:

Disseminate the vision.
Solidify the financial foundation for the future.
Increase the membership.
Enhance the annual meeting.

In my next two letters to the membership, I want to discuss these goals in more detail. Let me begin at the
end, with a discussion of the reasons for goals 3 and 4, and how we can attain them.
GOAL

3: INCREASE

THE MEMBERSHIP.

Our need for a large membership may seem obvious. For any voluntary, professional membership organization, one measure of its health is its ability to attract and retain subscribers. It is no different for ACJS.
Our aim is to represent the interests of criminal justice educators and scholars and provide services that
meet their professional needs. Regardless of how well we fulfill this aim, our mission is in some senses
incomplete, to the degree we fail to attract the very people we seek to represent.
There is another, more direct, reason for us to increase our membership: We cannot afford to operate
with low membership numbers.
The fiscal reality of our national office is that certain costs are fixed regardless of the number of members
contributing dues: the salaries of national office staff, office rental, and the expenses incurred by the
national board were in excess of $200,000 last year. For that year, our membership dues totaled about
$120,000. With annual dues set at $60 per full member, the problematic relationship between our current
dues structure and national office costs is immediately apparent. We pay for the remaining costs of our
organization through advertising revenues and income from the annual meeting. For long-term solvency,
we need about 3000 "regular" members just to support our national office. Last year we had only 1500
regular members.
This year, we have already grown to 1700 regular members (2200 total members, including students,
affiliates, institutions, and lifetime members), but even if we achieve a membership goal of 3000, that is
not enough. We already publish two journals and a newsletter; and, among other services, each year we
sponsor an annual meeting. But the ACJS has goals that surpass the status quo. We want to expand the
services we provide our members, adding an active presence in the nation's capital that advances the
aims and interests of our membership. To support this kind of action, we would be prudent to have
something in the order of 3500 members. Doubling our membership is a large order, but there are sufficient criminal justice academicians to support this kind of membership. We need to recruit them to the
organization.

Patricia Van Voorhis, this year's chair of the membership committee, will be calling on the current members
to help us reach out to people who do not belong to the ACJS, but ought to be in the organization. I hope you
will help her with this critical task of growing the membership.
GOAL

4:

ENHANCE

THE ANNUAL MEETING.

Perhaps the most important service we provide, aside from our journals, is the annual meeting. This is the
opportunity for people in our field to meet together, become updated on current research, and engage in a
professional discussion of the direction of the field. Besides being a major gathering, the meeting is an
opportunity to showcase what is best about the field of criminal justice, as an academic area of study.
If our annual meeting is a measure of the vibrancy of our profession, it has many shining positives. We are
often a location where students and newly appointed scholar-educators present their research to a national
audience for the first time. We are also a place for research-practitioners to present their work to an audience interested in the programmatic and policy relevance of studies in crime and justice. When I walk
through the hallways of our annual meeting, I become proud of the way we represent diverse scholarly and
professional interest, and serve as a place for people interested in scholarship to enter the national debate
on crime and justice.
Even with these positive attributes, our annual meeting needs to improve. We have too many no-shows, too
many presentations of last-minute work not really ready for public consumption, and too many poorly attended panels. In more than a few of our panels, discussants have little of substance to discuss.
Melissa Barlow, Program Committee Chair, has undertaken to address some of these issues by offering
you a chance to present fully executed research papers in high-profile panels with limited numbers of others
presenting on the topic. All you have to do is have your paper completed by February 1, and you will be a part
of a highlighted panel, called a "discussion panel." Discussion panels will have only three papers (as compared to four or five in the other panels) on related topics, and the presentation will be followed by a full
discussion by a scholar who has read the papers beforehand and is therefore prepared to offer a thoughtful
critique. Please take advantage of this opportunity to highlight your work by getting it done early and featured
in a full panel.
We also realize that members receive their travel budgets and have to choose from among several meetings each year. Our meeting this year in Washington, DC will be especially attractive to you, because we will
feature various tours and trips to the special sights of Washington: museums and monuments, as well as
Capital Hill attractions. By making the meetings more interesting, we hope to encourage a greater attendance and create a foundation for stronger scholarly presentations.
If we can grow the membership and enhance our annual meeting, we will go a long way to strengthening the
foundation of the ACJS. I encourage you to think of ways to help in this endeavor. In my next letter, I will write
about the other two goals for the year:
GOAL

1: DISSEMINATE

GOAL

2: SOLIDIFY

THE VISION.

THE FINANCIAL FOUNDATION

FOR THE FUTURE.

Todd Clear
President
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readers will know, such an explanation
has been offered. The venerable "rotten
barrel theory" of police corruption suggest such permeation within a police department. As most readers know, the
rotten barrel theory of police corruption
suggests that unethical, and illegal behavior, not only occurs at the individual
officer level but is pervasive enough within
a police department that unethical conduct may be traced to top administrative
officials.
Another interpretation of police corruption
is the "rotten apple theory."
This approach does not suggest that corruption
and unethical conduct is so pervasive that
it spreads to the highest ranks and
throughout the organization.
This approach, rather, suggests that there are a
few "rotten apples" in a police department
and inappropriate behavior is isolated to
a few individuals. Police administrators
have been keen on this explanation in the
wake of police corruption because it
avoids suggestion of wholesale departmental corruption, allows for a tidy response (e.g., fire the offending officer),
and does not necessarily have to result
in a tarnished image of an entire department.
An additional form of police misconduct
has also been identified. In addition to
the rotten apple and the rotten barrel
there may also be a "rotten group theory,"
of police corruption. According to a 1998
report by the General Accounting Office
on police corruption in the United States
"The most commonly identified pattern of
drug-related police corruption involved
small groups of officers who protected and
assisted each other in criminal activities
rather than the traditional patterns of nondrug-related police corruption that involved
just a few isolated individuals or systemic
corruption pervading an entire police department or precinct." 3
Whether unethical behavior is systematic, small group, or individual, one cannot deny the importance placed on the
intellectual process that allows for such
conduct to take place. One might still
be left wondering what it is about polic-

ing that produces opportunities to engage
in unethical behavior. That is, what is it
about the policing profession that affords
officers the opportunity to engage in unethical conduct? The answer might be
found in the concepts of "authority" and
"power."
Police wield a tremendous
amount of power and authority within society. The powers to arrest, question and
detain are entrusted with the police. The
authority given to the police to protect our
belongings and persons is unmatched by
any other profession. Unethical or illegal behavior results when a law enforcement officer makes a conscious decision
to abuse authority or wield power that is
not appropriate to the situation. What is
fundamental to unethical behavior by police is the conscious decision to abuse
authority or power and circumstances,
peer pressure, socialization, loyalty, and
individual psychology are secondary in
their ability to explain the behavior.
It might be best to interpret the role played
by factors such as circumstances, peer
pressure, socialization, loyalty, and individual psychology as a means of excusing or justifying the unethical or illegal act
committed by an officer. That is, while
the individual officer makes a decision to
violate the public's trust and engage in
unethical behavior, one might suggest
that the officer's loyalty to his peers was
a justification for the conduct. Let us
examine this dynamic by way of an ethical dilemma. Assume that Officer X has
just pulled over a drunk driver and realizes that the suspect is a fellow officer
and friend. In fact, the driver has helped
Officer X out of a few "tight spots" over
the years.
Instead of placing the colleague through a field SObriety test, Officer X helps his buddy park the car and
then drives him home with the understanding from his friend that he will "sleep
it off." What was the ethical dilemma?
The choice between doing what was appropriate (the field sobriety test and subsequent arrest if appropriate) and being
loyal to his friend. This situation, at the
very least, describes a scenario ripe for
abuse of discretion. Since discretion is
a power that police have, it can be
abused. Thus, many might examine this
situation and suggest that the officer
abused his discretionary authority. The
officer made a decision to abuse his

power but did so out of loyalty to the friend
that is promoted through socialization
behind the "blue curtain."
CONCERN

OVER ETHICS:

CAN WE

CALL

IT

A

TREND?

Media reports of police misconduct pepper us whenever there is an incident of
alleged misbehavior or corruption.
It
might be the nightly newscaster reporting on the Rodney King incident at the
start of the 1990s. It could be the recent
case of the Philadelphia Police Department officers viewed on tape kicking a
downed felony crime suspect at the birth
of the twenty-first century. Whatever the
instance, the topic of ethics and ethical
behavior within the criminal justice profession grabs headlines. The media likes
to report on such "ethical misadventures"
because it sells. Some of the public, and
powerful leaders, use such instances to
legitimize their negative attitudes toward
police. The police loathe the "bad press"
in the wake of their self-perception of "doing good" for the community.
The media might be the only winner in
the wake of police misconduct. However
the public loses and so do the fields of
policing and criminal justice, in general.
Even the academic field of criminal justice loses because policing is so closely
linked in the public mind to it. I am reminded of this reality when recalling my
flight back from the 1991 Academy of
Criminal Justice Sciences meeting in
Nashville. As plane passengers do, I
began a conversation with the person
seated next to me. We engaged in the
typical small talk of "where are you from"
and "where are you going." When my
fellow passenger heard that I was returning from a "criminal justice" meeting, his
response was immediate and unequivocal. He said, "why are cops such jerks?"
The conversation occurred in the wake of
the Rodney King incident and he was
referring to the behavior of the LA police
officers captured on tape. Admittedly
taken aback, I was speechless. Part of
the reason was personal given my experiences in the field as a practitioner and
those of close family members and
friends. The other part of my speechlessness was professional and social
scientific in nature given how astounding
It was to me to find a person willing to

generalize so broadly from one highly celebrated incident. This seemingly innocuous exchange had an indelible impression on me. It made me think about the
impact the field of criminal justice might
have in the topic of ethics.
There is little doubt that real world events
and their impact on the collective conscience influence the academic field. In
fact, one could reasonably argue that
societal events drive research agendas
and define, to some degree, what is popular to investigate criminologically and what
is not. Ethics may be no exception. For
instance, the Rodney King incident, one
might argue, had a tremendous impact
not only on the practical dimensions of
policing and police-community relations
but also on the academic field of criminal
justice. For instance, the book jacket
for Above the Law: Police and the Excessive Use of Force by Jerome Skolnick
and James Fyfe has a frame from the
Rodney King video just below the title.
The impact goes beyond one book, however.
Using 1991 as a pivotal year, given that
the Rodney King beating occurred then,
the author decided to conduct a computer
search for articles on ethics in criminal
justice. The findings, albeit not scientific, are interesting nonetheless. Using
Periodical Abstracts, an on-line search
method at my institution and offered
through the university library, a search
was conducted for "criminal justice" +
"ethics" comparing the years 1986-1990
to 1991-1999. What I wanted to find out
is this: were there more publications in
criminal justice ethics prior to Rodney
King or after? Since the incident occurred
relatively early in 1991, that year was
placed in the "post-Rodney King" group
of years. From 1986 (the first year the
index covers) through 1990, there were
28 "hits" or publications on criminal justice ethics. From 1991 through 1999 there
were 152 publications. Admittedly, the
"post" period encompassed nine years
and the "pre" period only contained five
years. However, it is still rather telling
that such a difference exists.
Only time will tell if the aforementioned
suggests a trend for the discipline. However, there is certainly every indication

that criminal justice scholarship and practice will continue with an emphasis on
ethics. A key reason why ethics promises to have a strong future presence has
less to do with the lasting impact of
Rodney King and more to do with constant reminders that ethical misadventures keep occurring. For example, during the past ten years, the cities of New
Orleans, Chicago, New York, Miami, and
Los Angeles, to name a few, have all
reeled in the aftermath of ethical transgressions among their sworn law enforcement officers.

profit was found to be a motive common to traditional and drug-related
police corruption, New York City's
Mollen Commission identified power
and vigilante justice as two additional
motives for drug-related police corruption." 7
•

As an example of police corruption,
the GAO cites Philadelphia, where
"Since 1995, 10 police officers from
Philadelphia's 39th District have been
charged with planting drugs on suspects, shaking down drug dealers for
hundreds of thousands of dollars, and
breaking into homes to steal drugs
and cash." 8

•

In New Orleans, 11 police officers
were convicted of accepting nearly
$100,000 from undercover agents to
protect a cocaine supply warehouse
containing 286 pounds of cocaine.
The undercover portion of the investigation was terminated when a witness was killed under orders from a
New Orleans police officer. 9

ETHICS AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE PRACTICE

In addition to the Rodney King case, there
have been many other instances in which
law enforcement officers have been found
in ethically compromising or illegal positions. Every major city police force in
the United States has experienced some
form of unethical or illegal behavior within
its ranks. Some of the situations in recent history have involved drugs and drug
units. A few examples are listed below:
•

A 1998 report by the General Accounting Office cites examples of
publicly disclosed drug-related police
corruption in the following cities: Atlanta, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit,
Los Angeles, Miami, New Orleans,
New York, Philadelphia, Savannah,
and Washington, DC. 4

•

On average, half of all police officers
convicted as a result of FBI-led corruption cases between 1993 and
1997 were convicted for drug-related
offenses."

Part of the fallout from a major finding of
unethical or illegal behavior within a police department is a call to "clean up" the
agency. As a result, departments in the
aftermath of such an embarrassing situation might become more open to citizen review panels, pledge to re-examine
their internal affairs division, require officers to participate in "ethics training," or
reinforce the importance of "ethics codes."

•

A 1998 report by the General Accounting Office notes, "...several
studies and investigations of drugrelated police corruption found onduty police officers engaged in serious criminal activities, such as (1)
conducting
unconstitutional
searches and seizures; (2) stealing
money and/or drugs from drug dealers; (3) selling stolen drugs; (4) protecting drug operations; (5) providing
false testimony; and (6) submitting
false crime reports." 6

The concept of citizen review panels has
been in existence for several decades;
the first panel may have been formed in
Philadelphia around 1958. Citizen review
panels, sometimes also called civilian
review boards, are in place in some jurisdictions for the purpose of assisting with
the investigation of citizen complaints that
police officers within the jurisdiction engaged in the unfair treatment of civilians.
Review panels can help to build or repair
strained police-community
relations.
However, officers sometimes respond to
such efforts with a defensive posture and
resentment over "civilians trying to tell
them how to do their job."

•

A 1998 report by the General Accounting Office notes, "Although

A department might also pledge to examine its own internal affairs division, the

Ethics and Criminal Justice ...
continued
policy and procedure for investigating
complaints and cases against officers,
and typical responses to officers who have
violated departmental policy and/or who
have violated the law. It is important to
note from the onset that a police department internal affairs division runs the risk
of being considered "suspect" from officers and a community's citizenry alike.
Officers can view internal affair or "IA"
as the "enemy" and a division that is bent
on punishing officers who are risking their
lives on the streets every day. From the
community, there might be the perception that the police department cannot
possibility take on the task of investigating itself. At the very least, this cannot
be done "ethically." Thus, IA can find
itself in a no win situation. Whether a
division in a large department or an officer charged with this responsibility in a
smaller department, the IA role is critical. However, internal remedies are effective only if they are meted out in a fair
and just fashion. IA recommendations
that are carried out by police administration must bolster the respect of line officers. If perceptions exist that an officer
has been treated unfairly, the department
will lose any deterrent effect IA recommendations might produce.
Yet another response is the concept of
"ethics training" for police officers and
recruits. The notion of "ethics training"
(with an emphasis on 'training') is an interesting one given that the concept of
'training' assumes that what a person is
being "trained in" can be taught. In this
case, the term 'ethics training' suggests,
either correctly or incorrectly, that ethics
can somehow be taught to people. I prefer the term "Ethics Awareness Training"
in lieu of the aforementioned. Why? The
reason is rather elementary. Is it possible to teach someone to be ethical as
"ethics training" might suggest? This
seems far-fetched, at best. If a department has an officer who has a propensity toward unethical behavior, and this
person was not weeded out during the
hiring process, the best one might hope
for is a heightened awareness and sensitivity for ethical issues and dilemmas.

Emphasizing codes of ethics, common
today in most disciplines and professions'", is another avenue for police departments in the wake of ethical scandal. However, if a code of ethics" is
printed in the departmental policy and
procedure manual, never to be referred
to again, it will have very little impact. A
code of ethics for any department or organization must be a "living document"
that is referenced often and held in high
esteem. The code should be a document
that officers have pride in and believe to
be relevant to their lives as law enforcement officers. Otherwise, the code will
have little, if any, impact on officer decision making and conduct.
THE SCHOLARS

WEIGH

IN

As mentioned above, a large portion of
the academic scholarship in criminal justice ethics is philosophical in nature.
However, a few academicians have attempted to examine ethics in criminal
justice empirically and quantitatively.
When discussing scholarship in criminal
justice ethics, a few names immediately
come to mind including James Fyfe,
Herman Goldstein, Victor Keppeler, Carl
Klockars, Joycelyn Pollock, Lawrence
Sherman, Jerome Skolnick and Sam
Souryal. This is certainly not an exhaustive list, and we cannot possibly survey
all ofthe literature in this field here. However, I would like to spend a few moments
discussing two major studies funded by
NIJ. The studies are The Measurement
of Police Integrity by Klockars, Ivkovitch,
Harver, and Haberfeld." and Police Attitudes Toward Abuse of Authority: Findings from a National Study by Weisburd
and Greenspan." Both studies were published in May of 2000. While the two
studies do not represent the entire literature on police ethics, both studies are
national in scope, recent and empirical.
The Klockars et al. study used 3,235
police officer respondents from 30 police
agencies within the United States. The
respondents were given 11 vignettes describing various types of possible police
misconduct.
In response to each vignette, officers were asked to answer six
questions intended to measure" ... the normative inclination of police to resist temptations to abuse the rights and privileges

of their occupation." While the results
indicate vast differences from agency to
agency regarding the "environment of integrity," one finding is consistent with the
protections afforded members of the police subculture. The survey revealed that
most officers would not report a fellow
officer who was engaged in "less serious"
types of misconduct (e.g., running a security business on the side, receiving free
meals and gifts, or even leaving a minor
traffic accident while under the influence).
What this suggests, even though the
survey revealed little tolerance for what
was defined as "serious" police misconduct, is that there is a culture of acceptance within police ranks for some forms
of misconduct. While such conduct is
typically referred to as "grass eating" (less
serious forms of police misconduct) as
opposed to "meat eating" (more serious
forms of police misconduct), many members of society would find the behavior
unacceptable.
James W. Birch in Reflections on Police Corruption" makes
an interesting observation regarding such
behavior. He states that the public creates an environment for "grass eating" that
makes it difficult to not accept the "discount" or the free meal. It would appear
that there may be a different definition of
what constitutes "misconduct" depending on whether a person is a member of
the police subculture or an outsider looking in.
The second NIJ study, by Weisburd and
Greenspan, entitled "Police Attitudes
Toward Abuse of Authority: Findings
From a National Study" is the result of
the Police Foundation's national telephone survey of over 900 officers from
various agencies across the country and
addresses police attitudes concerning
excessive force. The results indicate that
the majority of respondents believed it
was not acceptable to use more force
than was legally permissible to effect
control over a person who had assaulted
an officer. However, respondents reported
that" ... it is not unusual for officers to ignore improper conduct by their fellow officers." Other findings suggest that the
majority of officers/respondents believed
that serious instances of abuse were rare
and that their department maintained a
'tough stand' on police abuse of citizenry.

What about possible solutions to the
problem of police abuse? Officers report
two fruitful avenues for addressing police
abuse. First, it was reported police administrators could have an impact on the
occurrence of police abuse by "taking a
stand" against abuse and through better
supervision. Second, officers believed
that training in ethics, interpersonal skills
and cultural diversity would be effective
in preventing abuse. What about turning
fellow officers in for abuse? This was
perceived as risky. While the majority of
officers maintained that the "code of silence" was not essential to good policing, the majority also maintained that
whistle blowing was not worth the consequences within the police subculture.
TOWARD A CONCLUSION

It is difficult to conclude this discussion
because there is so much more to say
about the topic of ethics in criminal justice. However, I will attempt to make a
few concluding observations to make closure on this discussion. First, ethics is
an important area within criminal justice
practice and scholarship since criminal
justice practitioners, especially the police, are continually under scrutiny.
Therefore, the discipline has an obligation to remain interested in this topic and
to promote the study of ethics. Second,
scholars can be of assistance to practitioners by studying the sociological and
psychological forces that impact ethical
and unethical behavior. There is much
the academy can offer criminal justice
agencies in the form of research within
organizations and training pertinent to
ethics. Third, unethical behavior is the
result of a conscious decision-making
process to abuse one's authority while
in a position of public trust. However, one
must still take into account social forces
that help to perpetuate, excuse, and justify unethical behavior. Fourth, there has
been a proliferation of ethics scholarship
in criminal justice since the Rodney King
case but there is a need for more research
of an empirical nature much like the two
studies profiled in this essay. While qualitative and philosophical literature is important to our understanding of ethics in
criminal justice there is a need for additional research of a quantitative nature.
With more study of ethics and ethical
dilemmas faced by police, we might bet-

ter understand the dynamics that propel
officers into the dark side of policing and
the factors that serve to justify misbehavior.
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Criminologists Decending:
Washington, Politics, Change
By Michael Israel
Kean University
Sometimes change is sought and sometimes it is thrust upon us, but either way
the ACJS Washington presence and the
capital campaign spell change, a new era
for our profession. Ready or not, we have
become players on the stage of politics
and policy in America. The Washington
strategy, we should be prepared to learn,
will be a descent into a netherworld that
will be new, frustrating, and dirty. We
will be doing something heretofore largely
unthinkable, and pejorative: lobbying.
The Academy's capital campaign will hire
someone who will look like a lobbyist,
sound like a lobbyist, act like a lobbyist,
but will not be a lobbyist. The not-forprofit tax auditors would not like it. This
person will coordinate "us" to lobby for
ourselves as spokespersons for the profession on crime policy in the federal
arena. Hopefully this will be a model for
the states as well. Influencing crime
policy is the signature reason why we
moved to Washington. Providentially, we
are among our own kind.
I have counted 75 other not-for-profit organizations that have an interest, at least
partly, in crime policy and that have at
some time joined in a coalition of groups
with policy interests that could be characterized as enlightened. Some notable
examples are The American Correctional
Association (ACA), American Probation
and Parole Association (APPA), International Community Corrections Association (ICCA), and yes, ASC. Practically
all of them are headquartered in Washington, practically all have some kind of
Executive Director who "looks like a lobbyist" et al. And all of them have been
notably ineffective in influencing crime
policy. In the later case, so has The
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences,
but unlike them, we have not even tried.
The accumulated evaluations, expert testimony, white papers on policy, even academic scholarship crumble before a
single victim who prefaces an antidote
See Criminologist,
page 8

Criminologist. ..
continued
with "I feel," or "You don't know what I
feel." This 30 year experience defies the
political theory that organized and articulate minorities will win over diffuse majorities. Not on crime! The organized
minorities - and now we are one of them
- are fragmented, ineffective, and have
not found the right buttons to push to
counter an American conservative ideology and a press and political system that
reinforces it.
History tells many stories of countries that
march off to wars it cannot win. The War
on Crime policy is America's nee-military
folly. We embrace the expensive and the
ineffective, mainly social control through
punishment. We are not the first country to chose ideology over evidence, but
the question we must now address is,
why are the voices of evidence and reason not being heard. If we cannot usefully attend to this, there are now 76 ineffective organizations trying to influence
crime policy.
I believe that our move to Washington,
and the capital campaign, raises four issues that we must address. I think we
have recognized the first two, and have a
sense of where we are going, but it is the
third one that is the hardest, and is unrecognized. They are: 1.) Who speaks
for the Academy, and indeed the profession; 2.) What do they say, and to
whom? 3.) How do we say it? For 30
years our allies have not figured out this
last riddle. And 4.) Will anything we
say make a difference? Let us examine
them:
WHO

SPEAKS

FOR US?

No one speaks for us, we speak for ourselves as individuals, presumably as experts. This is more complicated than it
sounds. Our non-lobbyist in Washington,
hired by the capital campaign, will make
referrals of distinguished experts, with
credentials, to policy makers. But these
will not be neutral referrals.
I doubt if there is any such thing as an
expert, per se. Even our most eminent
scholars have identities, and politicians
will trace them to their partisan camps.

At legislative hearings the Democrats will
want liberals to testify, Republicans will
want conservatives, as they see them.
They will get them.
The political system will not be looking
for what it calls "objectivity." They will
assume that we come with our partisanship. We consider partisanship to be
baggage, they just accept it as an identity. I, for one, doubt if we have neutral
experts, but even if we think we do, the
policy making system we are trying to
influence does not. Like it or not, referrals will become policy choices. In the
Washington vernacular, our experts will
become "hired guns."
WHAT

DO WE SAY?

There are difficult issues attached to this
as well. The profession does not speak
with one voice, so choices will have to be
made. The press always wants to hear
"both sides," but that assumes an equivalency that may be unrealistic.
Suppose a Congressional Committee is
hearing witnesses on a federal death penalty bill. Our Washington person will want
to put our experts in a position to testify.
Which experts? Should we want one
from the pro-death penalty camp and one
from the anti-death penalty camp? We
may not have orthodoxy, but we do not
have equivalency either. On many issues
there is a weight of evidence, and I would
rather our referrals make some judgments on that weight of evidence than
conform to the "let's hear both sides" superficiality .
Inevitably, however, we will be faced with
an ethical dilemma: are our spokespersons experts or advocates? The policymaking system will see them as advocates. Congresspersons, after hearing
testimony, will say: "So that is your opinion!"
They will not say, "So that is the weight
of the evidence!"
The above two issues are difficult, for we
want to influence policy, perhaps simply
blunt bad policy, but we want, and need,
to retain a professional and scholarly identity. We will not want to be in anybody's
camp. If we are, the price will be high,

maybe too high. How the policy making
world sees us is not what is most important, however, but how we see ourselves.
The third issue highlights how we see
ourselves, and who we are. Partisanship
is foreign to our culture, but that is the
world to which we will descend.
How

DO WE SAY IT?

I do not think our profession, indeed our
culture, and perhaps our 75 allies understand this problem. We (academics) and
they (policy makers) do not speak the
same language. Imbedded in the translation problems are fundamental issues
of who we are and what we do.
We are not is power seekers. And what
we do not do is seek power. They do, it
is their integrity, and that is why much is
lost in translation.
Suppose one of us, a professor, say,
takes the Amtrak to Washington, appears before a committee, speaks on an
issue, provides typed copies of the remarks to the committee members. Why
is this person there? That is what policy
makers wonder.
There is not much self aggrandizement
in it. We are not there for ourselves. Our
road to careerism does not run through
Capital Hill. If it did, they would understand us better.
We are there because we want to contribute to a rational criminal justice system. We think that is a good thing. We
think our credibility is increased because
we speak without an interest of our own.
We think our message would be diminished if we had a stake in the outcome.
We think neutrality is a virtue. Regrettably, for us, in that milieu, neutrality is a
curse.
Policy makers do not trust neutrality, do
not believe in objectivity, and do not comprehend a selfless public interest. Empiricism is yet another language entirely.
Policy makers speak the language of
power .. We speak the language of evidence. Policy makers respect self-interest. We respect a public interest. Policy
makers are comfortable with power and
benefit because with those goals they
can compromise.
We do not compro-

mise, we argue, we reason, we access
evidence. We tend to think that our conclusions have already been modified due
to some ambiguity of evidence. Once
we have situated ourselves in some empirically sound middle ground (if that is
the way it is), then there is no reason to
compromise.
Academics, it has been observed, are
notoriously bad at compromising. That
is why we drive ourselves crazy in academic politics. Imagine doing research,
writing an article, drawing some conclusions (usually qualified), and then being
asked to compromise! That, however, is
what policy makers do for a living. Truth
is what they can get passed. Evidence
is not important, consensus is important.
Indeed, it is their life blood. Building consensus has as much intellectual honesty
for politicians as empirical research does
for criminologists.
When we appear on their turf - hearings,
mark-up sessions, caucuses - they do
not see us as a breath of fresh air, bringing reason and enlightenment to their
dreary world of compromise and accommodation. They see us as threatening.
Armed with our reason, as they see it,
they cannot control us. They cannot even
compromise with us. They do not know
how to talk to us, nor we to them.
Anyone of us who has had the unpleasant experience of testifying before a committee, or has been interviewed by the
press (similar language barrier), might well
have noticed this cultural dissonance.
They ask, "What is your opinion?" About
a particular intervention, "Does it work?"
Well, yes or no! That is the language of
power, not of reason, and we do not like
it; and they do not like our language. If
we studied a program about offenders,
they will ask, "What about the victims?"
We did not study victims, but they see
currency in the question. They zero in
on a consensus-building interest.
Once, while testifying before a state legislative sub-committee, I think I accidentally pushed a right button. I was arguing against more punitive sentenCing for
juvenile violence (a hot button issue, if
you will pardon the expression) and calling for more resources toward existing
community treatment programs. Some-

how I fumblingly muttered, "....and many
of my students are looking for jobs in
community treatment programs." Eyebrows raised. You know the feeling when
you say something that makes a somnolent audience look up? Every college
teacher should know that feeling. That
comment struck home, and it drew comments. I had said the magic word: "jobs."
Those state legislators did not appear
interested in reducing crime or helping
marginal offenders.
No constituency
there. Jobs, however, mean somebody
benefits; and if my students benefit I will
be grateful, and thus, the legislator can
relate to me. At that moment I wanted
something they could understand. Atthat
moment there was the language of negotiation. Implied, perhaps, was that if they
gave me half, I would still be indebted, for
they had other constituencies to negotiate with as well.
Why marginal offenders are not perceived
to be a constituency is an interesting
question, but it would distract to explore
that. Suffice it to say, producing jobs for
a constituency is to them the voice of
reason, but to us it is a transition into
power and compromise.
So, to address the issue of how do we
say what we say by whomever says it,
we must find a way to make connections
with the culture of politics and power. I
have been told many times, politics is
tough and dirty. In college I read Sarte's
"Dirty Hands." If we want to be effective,
we must go among them, make moral
compromises, get dirty hands.
Are we ready for this descent like
Orpheas into the lower depths to find our
soul, are we ready for a walk through hell?
It would be ironic if we were not, for are
we not criminologists!
What do we
study?
I recall a board game called "Lie, Cheat,
Steal." Like Monopoly, players rolled dice
and moved tokens around a board. What
was the theme? Crime?
No. It was
politics, winning legislative victories, and
elections. Popular culture connects us.
WHAT DIFFERENCE WILL IT MAKE?

Suppose we find a language, a way to

talk to policy makers while maintaining
our essential integrity, we find a way to
identify to them a constituency that we
represent. Suppose we become players
in the great game of politics. We have
dealt with the first three questions. Now
we have to ask, will we make any difference on policy? Even including police
and corrections officers, the criminal justice system does not pack a very big voting or campaign contribution punch. Suppose we make ourselves into a constituency, and we accept the premise that we
are not exclusively an intellectual way of
life? Are we not a very small constituency!
We are if we are alone. That is why
Washington is the place to be. That may
be where the enemy is, culturally speaking, but it is also where our friends are,
75 of them, and counting. Put together
the small not-for-profits and we become
a hoard.
Still, the problems of fragmentation and
the lack of a coherent coordinating strategy remain. Conservative ideology remains. The "I feel" mentality remains.
In the enlightened criminal justice not-forprofit community there is a yearning for
someone or some group to pull all the
players together. Most of them are not
exclusively criminal justice directed. They
include groups organized around education, organized labor, children advocacy,
the environment, human rights, even the
NRAjoins on some issues. Believe it or
not The National Grange wants alternatives to prison.
The Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences may be uniquely positioned, with
our centralized lobbyist whom we do not
call a lobbyist, to begin the process of
coordinating the enlightened criminal justice policy community. After all, our expertise goes in many directions for we
are truly a professionally diverse group.
If we can find our voice, we may find ourselves in the right place at the right time.
Coalition can unite reason and power. The
capital campaign is to buy into organization.
In Shaw's play "Don Juan in Hell," Don
Juan reflects: "Hell is a wonderful place
to be. There are many fine people there."

Criminologist. ..
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Criminologists ought to know that.
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SUMMARY
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE
INTERNATIONAL POLICE
EXECUTIVE SYMPOSIUM
A Special Meeting of the International
Police Executive Symposium was held
in Ainring, Germany, from April 17-20,
2000. The two themes of this meeting
were, "Collaboration Between Police
Practice and Research," and "Law Enforcementand Human Rights."
The meeting was hosted by The Bavarian Police Institute of Continuing Education, Bavarian Ministry of the Interior,
Ainring, Gennany and the University of
Passau, Passau, Germany, with additional support and assistance from the

State University of New York and its President, Horace A. Judson. Dr. Walter
Buggisch, Head of the Law Department
of the Bavarian Police Institute of Continuing Education, Bavarian Ministry of the
Interior, and Dr. Thomas M. Kruessman,
LL.M., Assistant Professor of Law at the
Chair for Criminal Law, Criminal Procedure, and East European Law at the University of Passau, served as the local
hosts for the meeting. The host staff of
the Bavarian Police Institute of Continuing Education included Georg Lex, Director of the Institute, Peter Mauthofer,
Deputy Director, Dieter Seitz, Press
Spokesman for the Institute, and Fritz
Seyfferth, a teacher in the Law Department of the Institute and Officer in Charge
for the Police Office in Freilassing. At the
University of Passau, the host staff included Professor Dr. Martin Fincke, Professor and Chair of Criminal Law, Criminal Procedure and East European Law,
Professor Dr. Dirk Heckmann, Chair for
Public Law, Public Procedural Law, and
Administration
Sciences,
and Dr.
Christoph Ohler, Assistant Professor for
Administrative
Law. Dean Kathleen
Lavoie, (College of Arts and Science), AI
Mihalek, Special Assistant to Dean, Chair
Stephen Light (Sociology and Criminal
Justice), Department Secretary Rita
Latour and Student Assistant, Doug
Jones rendered all possible help toward
the preparation of the Ainring meeting. The
Special Meeting organizer was Dr. Dilip
K. Das, Professor, Plattsburgh State
University of New York, Founder/President, International Police Executive Symposium. He was assisted by Dr. Obi N.I.
Ebbe, Professor, Department of Criminal
Justice, State University of New York College at Brockport, N.Y., who served as
the Program Coordinator.
Thirty-five speakers addressed the meeting during the four sessions at the Bavarian Police Institute. They represented 16
countries, from Africa, Asia, the Middle
East, Europe, North America, South
America, and Australia. Approximately 60
persons were in attendance as participants or observers. Special presentations
included a welcoming address by Ltd.
Polizeidirektor Georg Lex and remarks by
session chairpersons Dr. Jack Greene,
Dr. Emilio E. Dellasoppa, Dr. Claude
Welch, and Dr. S. Subramanian. The pro-

gram at the University of Passau included
addresses
by Professor
Dr. Klaus
Dirscherl, Vice Rector of the University,
Professor Dr. Herbert Bethge, Dean of
the Law Faculty, Professor Dr. Dirk
Heckmann, Chair for Public Law, and Dr.
Dilip K. Das, President of the International
Police Executive Symposium.
The afternoon forum, entitled "Policing in
the 21st Century," was chaired by Dr.
Martin Fincke, Vice Dean of the Law Faculty. The forum featured an address by
Hofrat Mag. Maximilian Edelbacher, Head
of the Security Office of the Federal Police Department, Vienna, with comments
by Dr.Thomas Kruessmarm of the University, and a presentation by Professor
Dr. Dirk Heckmann, Chair for Public Law,
with comments by Dr. Christoph Ohler of
the University.
The four-day meeting was designed to
provide many opportunities forthose attending to interact with each other and
to exchange ideas and information in both
formal and informal settings. The participants were housed at the Bavarian Police Institute, met together for meals
there, and toured historical and cultural
sites in Salzburg, Bad Reichenhall,
Berchtesgaden and Konigsee. They also
visited the NS-Documentation Center at
Obersalzberg. An evening dinner at an
Austrian restaurant was hosted by IPES
Vice President
Mag. Maximilian
Edelbacher with the support of the Uniqa
Insurance Company (Vienna) and an
evening dinner at a Bavarian restaurant
was hosted by IPES Director, Dr. Jan
Wiarda, Chief of Police, The Hague, The
Netherlands. In Passau, the meeting participants were guests at a luncheon and
coffees at the University and at a reception hosted by the Mayor of Passau, Mr.
Willi Schmoller, in the Old Town Hall of
Passau.
In keeping with the first theme of the
meeting, "Collaboration Between Police
Practice and Research," the speakers in
the opening session at the Bavarian Police institute discussed cooperation between police research and police practice. They described the types of research
projects that had been completed or were
currently taking place in their countries
and commented on the ways in which

information available from research findings was of great practical value to the
police, enabling them to target police
activities and responses in areas found
to have severe problems. Evaluation of
the effectiveness of police programs and
operations was seen as an area needing
more research attention. Representatives
from emerging democracies described the
research difficulties that resulted from citizens' fear of the police, based on past
negative experiences. They saw a need
for police representatives from emerging
democracies to become involved in international conferences to increase their
knowledge and expertise in forensics and
technology to combat new forms of crime.
Speakers from other countries emphasized the importance of encouraging field
research, disseminating findings to a
larger audience, and providing detailed
recommendations based on research findings. Community policing was seen as
an ideal setting for the combination and
application of research and police practice, Research was viewed as having
many positive aspects. Since criminals
are becoming better organized and using ever more sophisticated methods,
police practitioners must utilize the information that research can provide to develop international research cooperation
and training. Practitioners are becoming
more cooperative with researchers because they see the findings produced as
useful and even vital. Sustained research
contacts can create the mutual trust and
acceptance needed for the production
and dissemination of findings that have
practical application.
The meeting's second session focused
in "Cross-Cultural Dialogues, Exchanges,
and Research."
The cross-cultural
projects described included research at
the American-Mexican borders, policinq
of "first nations" (aboriginal) peoples in
Canada, studies of interactions between
Vietnamese immigrants and the police
in Orange County, California (USA), international assistance in police officer
training in the Baltic States, relationships
of the police with the diverse language
and racial groups in Australia, reactions
of the Korean people to efforts to institute wide ranging changes in the formerly
paramilitary, highly centralized police
forces in Korea, and public opinion sur-

veys of citizens' opinions of police programs and effectiveness in Brazil. A number of common themes emerged from
these presentations. Relations between
the police and the public are highly complex, and political influences on the police cannot be discounted. The customs
and rituals of peoples must be respected,
and there must be accountability in police interactions with ethnic group members who have little social class status
and power, since these persons are highly
overrepresented in justice system statistics. Civilian review boards, police training in race relations and social service,
and efforts to hire more minority officers
were advanced as possible ways to address these problems. However, even
though policing is becoming redefined as
a service profession in some countries,
governments still want measurable standards of police effectiveness and funding
may be tied to measures of their effectiveness. Police training to deal with minorities must include familiarizing police
with local laws and procedures and acquainting them with the history of these
groups. Training in a second language
and officer interaction with ethnic groups
at the grassroots level were suggested.
It was noted that rapid social change in
any country is accompanied by increases
in crime, efforts at suppression, and eventual stabilization of the social order.
The topic of the meeting's third session
was "Cooperation Between Policing and
Other Disciplines." Suggested areas for
interdisciplinary
cooperation included
applied sciences, law, philosophy, psychology, history, political science, economics, and computer technology. For
example, knowledge in the area of philosophy may enable an officer to deal
more effectively with ethical issues, exercise discretion, and respect human dignity; familiarity with psychology can be
very useful in hostage situations or in
determining when a particular officer may
be in need of counseling; and training in
economics may influence a decision to
turn to privatization of some services or
functions if this is more cost effective.
Community policinq can involve a partnership between police and other disciplines, in which community agencies
from other disciplines are involved at every step of the justice process. It was

noted that police knowledge of other disciplines has improved in recent years, due
in part to the tremendous growth of available information and technology. Law was
regarded as an important area for cooperation. Standards of police behavior,
based on law, and officers' responsibility
to remain within the limits of their lawful
authority must be clearly communicated
to them. In the area of political science,
police must recognize that they are influenced by the agendas of the politicians
in control, with their funding dependent
upon the political priorities. The police
were characterized as an "ambivalent
force," serving two masters-the state and
society.
The final session at the Bavarian Police
Institute focused on the meeting's second theme, "Law Enforcement and Human Rights." The United Nations defined
human rights as "freedom from arbitrary
arrest and imprisonment; torture; unfair
trial, cruel and unusual punishment; and
invasion of privacy. Rightto food, shelter,
health care and education and freedom
of thought, speech, assembly, religion,
press, movement and participation in government." The speakers described efforts
to assure human rights to such groups
as black South Africans, who experience
many years of suppression through apartheid,
aboriginal
peoples
in
Saskatchewan, Canada, who are highly
over-represented in arrest statistics and
prison populations, citizens of Bosnia,
who have experienced horrendous human
rights violations during the recent war, and
the flood of refugees from Kosovo who
fled to Macedonia and other countries.
Interest in human rights was triggered by
the horrors of the World War II holocaust
and led to a realization that human rights
are based on natural law and on the intrinsic worth and dignity of each individual.
International standards have been established, and training programs in many
countries familiarize officers with these
standards. Human rights are not defined
in the same way throughout the world,
and may extend to such goals of human
betterment as peace, equitable distribution of wealth, sustainable environment,
and rights to traditionally owned land. The
See Summary ...
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efforts of police departments employing
the "broken windows" theory as a basis
for establishing crime prevention and community policing was considered to be a
viable approach to reducing crime, as well
as providing more equitable police services to those neighborhoods in which the
resources of the citizens are inadequate
to combat the problems. For example, in
New York City, the announced police
policy of "zero tolerance" of crime violations has led to great reductions in crime
and the police have also made extensive
efforts to involve community representatives in each phase of policing operations.
However, at times the New York police
have been criticized as being overzealous and using methods that could be construed as violations of individual rights. In
all countries, police must assess the
needs of the people they serve and adapt
their activities accordingly. Use of police
informants was described in terms of balancing the need for information with citizens' right to privacy and informants'
rights to protection. The public is more
aware of human rights violations and actively seeks redress. Punishment of law
enforcement officials who are charged
with violating human rights has led some
to protest that criminals now have too
many rights, but the rule of law is vital to
safeguarding these rights. Cultural differences can also create barriers. Society
must be educated to accept the cost of
assuring human rights, even if this results
in inconvenience and great expense for a
particular country, as in the case of accepting and working with refugees. In crisis situations, certain countries have requested the intervention of an international police force formed by the United
Nations to help restore and maintain order and to assure that human rights are
protected, but a paradox exists when
countries that send troops as part of such
a force are themselves accused of viol ating human rights at home. The police can
safeguard human rights by focusing on
ethical and legal policinq, always keeping in mind the intrinsic dignity of human
beings.
The site of the Special Meeting next became the University of Passau. This University has a national and international

reputation for excellence and its faculty
in law conducts symposia that focus on
international cooperation and communication. The program there included introductory remarks by Professor Dr. Klaus
Dirscherl, Professor Dr. Herbert Bethge,
and Professor Dr. Dirk Heckmann. Dr.
Dilip K. Das, Founder and President of
IPES, spoke eloquently about the need
to have a concern for individual human
rights permeate all facets of police work,
from the high administrative levels to the
officers on the street. He used his personal life experiences to illustrate how
human rights-related events had shaped
his career and led him to become involved
in efforts to establish international dialogues on this subject. The Human Rights
and Law Enforcement Institute, which will
be established at State University of New
York at Plattsburgh under the direction
of its President, Dr. Horace A. Judson as
part of the United Nations Decade for
Human Rights Education, is another outcome of Dr. Das' ability to gain cooperation and support for this important work.
The afternoon forum, "Policing in the 21st
Century," featured an address by Hofrat
Mag.Maximilian Edelbacher, Head of the
Security Office of the Federal Police Department, Vienna titled "Lessons from the
Central European Police Academy." Austria, Poland, Switzerland, Germany, Hungary, Slovenia, the Czech Republic and
the Slovak Republic created the Academy to consolidate the knowledge, experience, and skills needed to complete
effective police work against international
crime. During the twelve week course, the
classes of approximately
twenty-six
lower and middle level police supervisors
selected from the participating countries
receive instruction in controlling major
types of international crimes, drugs,
guns, and white collar crimes.
Classes are conducted in German. When
specialized courses are held in participating countries, interpreters are used.
The discussion on the Academy and other
efforts at developing international education and training in law enforcement suggested that this Academy could serve as
a model for future programs that would
seek to acquaint officers with the nature
of the legal and justice systems of other
countries and with the highly diverse cultures they will encounter. It was concluded

that, with increased cooperative forms of
international police education, more uniform and professional standard policing
techniques will be used, with greater
emphasis on human rights. Next, Professor Dr. Dirk Heckmann, Chair for Public Law at the University of Passau, spoke
on "Internal Security in the Information
Age." The problems related to internet
communication unique to today's world
were noted, and methods that are being
developed to control cybernet crimes
were described. The question of whether
laws can be created and enforced that
would require servers to report criminal
violations that are occurring through their
information networks was debated. Crime
on the Internet is an important concern,
because even though the crimes transcend national boundaries international
law restricts police investigations. Discussion centered on the benefits and potential hazards to personal rights and expression resulting from efforts at censorship and police surveillance in the communications area.
A book of selected papers from this meeting, edited by Dr. Jack Greene, Dean,
College of Criminal Justice, Northeastern
University, U.S.A., and Dr. Dilip K. Das
will be published. Selected papers may
also be published in Police Practice and
Research: An International Journal.
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-- THE WORLD

Barely a decade ago most Criminal Justice programs remained ethnocentric to
an extreme degree. Still relatively new on
many campuses, and founded in the political turmoil of the 1960s, they were
content to discuss the American experience to the exclusion of almost everything else. Coverage of other justice systems, if it existed at all, would be confined to one course - typically entitled
"comparative criminal justice." The best
that can be said is that this paralleled
the practice in such established fields as
Political Science. And there was certainly
no reason to explore that idealistic concept of Woodrow Wilson and other early
twentieth century reformers. The closest
that Criminal Justice might come to international studies was a brief focus upon
"transnational" crime and criminals. Even
here, however, the usual depiction was
one of cooperation across boundaries by
local criminal groups.
What a difference a decade makes! In
1990 international justice systems did not
exist, save for the International Court of
Justice, founded at The Hague in 1945
(with its roots in the World Court established in 1920) and Interpol, based in Paris
and founded unofficially in pre-World War
I Europe. And these were of little practical importance. In the USA, the Reagan
administration had openly defied the
Court over its undeclared war on Nicaragua, while Interpol remained little more
than an international clearinghouse for
police agencies seeking international fugitives. In the latter case, it should be
noted, this historic function of Interpol was
already being superseded by computerized communications systems.
The 1999 Kosovo crisis brought to the

public eye the dramatic shift that took
place in the decade of the 1990s. International war crimes tribunals now exist
on a regional basis in areas as different
as southern Africa (Rwanda and Burundi)
and the Balkans (pasUpresent Yugoslavia). These tribunals have convicted war
criminals, who in turn are in prison. The
necessary prison space is being donated
by states not involved in the regional disputes. International
military forces,
trained and equipped for "peace- keeping" (in justice terms, policing) have appeared in areas as far removed as Haiti
and Kosovo, and some (as in the
Balkans) have taken on the appearance
of permanence. The most highly publicized of the policing efforts are those
sponsored by the American Clinton administration, but include older examples
such as the joint West African efforts
designed to bring peace to civil war-torn
Liberia and Sierra Leone.
The paragraph above only touches the
surface of the international developments
that have emerged over the past ten
years. In a more traditional area, the
anti-drug war has taken on a distinctly
international form, with (in many eyes)
an increasingly militaristic cast to it And,
for a new area of concern, there is the
World Trade Organization (WTO). In any
event, justice studies must be modified
to take account of these developments.
THE NEXT DECADE

-- ACADEMIA

The author's experience in the academic
area is typical. He periodically offers a
course entitled "Comparative Justice Systems," set up on a graduate/undergraduate basis. The current focus, traditional
comparative issues, has involved the mixing of two conceptual frameworks: I) Historical-Anglo-American
(Common Law),
French (Civil Law), Socialist, and Islamic
2) Conceptual - Law (specifically criminallaw), Justice Systems (police/courts/
corrections, with courts often first), Statistics, and other special areas (juvenile,
administrative, civil). True "international"
issues received one week at the end of
the class, with a discussion of the World
Court and Interpol, plus a few references
to private security (going back to the origiSee From Comparative ...
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From Comparative ...
continued

Spain, and the United Kingdom (among
others), is a pointed reminder that this is
a universal issue of growing importance.

nal Pinkerton Detective Agency) in its
international role.
The future is here and upcoming classes
will be different. The author expects to
devote approximately one-fourth of class
time in future "comparative" courses to
the international justice issues noted
above. In addition, he also expects to
focus briefly on two other related areas.
This paradigm shift to the international
level brings into clearer focus the following points:
Cross-State Justice - the author's term
for one state (government) asserting its
authority over people (usually not its own
citizens) who commit what that state
defines as crimes against itself and/or its
individual residents. Discussion of this
issue, if any, has usually focused on the
American experience. For example, there
is the actual case of a Mexican doctor
kidnapped in Mexico by American agents
to stand trial (in the USA) for the death of
an American in Mexico, a kidnapping
upheld by the United States Supreme
Court. (The doctor was acquitted.) But
the recent Pinochet case, involving Chile,

Structure of International
Justice
Agencies - in an ironic return to the original idea of comparative studies, the emergence of the international justice institutions of the past decade raises two key
questions: on what models are these institutions now based, and what additional
models may be used in the future? For
example, do today's tribunals have juries
(AngloAmerican) or do they have decisions by judges (French)? At the moment,
the answer is the latter. More substantively, in the future will justice focus primarily upon individuals (as in both Common Law and Civil Law) or groups of
people -specific nations, such as Serbs,
or occupational classes, such as Serbian
police or Serbian army officers?

which is Western. And most governments
today recognize many forms of illegal organizational behavior as crime, as in the
famous phrase "white collar crime." Most
important, of course, is the abuse, up to
and including extermination, of nations
("ethnic groups" in American jargon) within
the West. Jews and American Blacks are
only the best-known examples, and the
persecution of such groups can lean, and
has led, to the prosecution of their victimizers.
CONCLUSION

Changes in the practice of justice inevitably lead to changes in the study and
teaching of justice. The establishment of
international organizations such as those
noted above will lead - is already leading
- to a new focus in justice studies. This
shift, in turn, opens new perspectives on
other aspects of the field. As a famous
philosopher once said, "We live in interesting times."

The latter example may seem far-fetched.
But in practice it appeared
in the
post-World War II Nuremberg Trials,
when entire classes were tried collectively ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(such as the officers of the German General Staff, who were acquitted). At first
glance such collective guilt may appear
outside Western justice, but it certainly
MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENT
has some basis in the Socialist model,
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Book Reviews
Ogawa, Brian K. (1999). Color of Justice: Culturally Sensitive Treatment of
Minority Crime Victims.
Needham
Heights, MA: Allyn & Bacon.
Reviewed by Patricia H. Grant
Virginia Commonwealth University
Brian Ogawa's Color of Justice is an engrossing compendium that scrutinizes the
cultural and ethnic sensitivity of the criminal justice system as it seeks to provide
services to minority crime victims. This
text provides a comprehensive assessment of the plethora of culturally relevant
issues that requires consideration by the
criminal justice system if it is to provide
adequate and appropriate services to
minority crime victims. Germane to the
practices of service providers (i.e., police,
social services, attorneys, etc.), and the
on-going educational enhancement of
students and instructors, Color of Justice is a excellent teaching tool that examines the myriad of problems minority
crime victims face when the criminal justice system is either insensitive or unaware of the culturally relevant issues
specific to particular communities and individuals. Promoting a thought-provoking, critical analysis ofthe problems faced
by minorities, this text will garner stimulating classroom discussion for undergraduates and graduates alike, as well
as enhance the cultural sensitivity of
present and future criminal justice professionals and practitioners.
Color of Justice consists of six chapters
that provide an assessment of the treatment experienced by the four largest racial minorities groups (African Americans, Asian/Pacific Island Americans,
Hispanic Americans and Native Americans) when dealing with the criminal justice system as crime victims. Each chapter begins with a short (and interesting)
synopsis of a particular cultural tradition
and incorporates crime victims' stories
designed to sensitize the reader to the
injustices that have occurred as a result
of the lack of cultural and ethnic sensitivity.

Chapter 1 provides a brief reflection on
the limitations of the criminal justice system as it attempts to deal with minorities. The most intriguing aspects of this
chapter involved the community's perception of the insensitivity of the police department, the inability of the police to communicate with non-English speaking constituents, and the coming together of a
community
of different
races and
ethnicities to share in the victimization of
others. The discussion of the problems
associated with implementing culturally
sensitive programs within the criminal
justice system immediately compels the
reader to understand the complexities
involved in the provision of services to
minority communities and the absolute
need for the cognizance of cultural diversity, whereas the coming together of the
different ethnicities speaks to the resilience and common bonding between
marginalized individuals.
Chapter 2 examines racial and ethnic demographics, cultural keys (the evaluation
of a particular culture based on literary
folklore, traditional ceremonies and creative expressions), historical perspectives, minority family patterns and "false
culture" (unfounded assumptions and incorrect generalities about cultural-based
interpersonal etiquette and participant burden). In this chapter, the author conveys
the myriad of misconceptions based on
stereotypical "boxism" (labeling or compartmentalizing) faced by minority crime
victims when they seek assistance from
the criminal justice system.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the discussion of
minority crime statistics, the vulnerability of minorities to particular crimes, cultural misconceptions and cultural response patterns. Relating several stories about crime victims, the chapter
emphasizes coping mechanisms employed by minority crime victims as they
attempt to deal with the impact of their
victimization and culminates with a brief
discussion of the Oklahoma City bombing, which again illustrated the resiliency
of the community to come together in a
time of crisis.

Unlike previous chapters that focused
predominantly on the insensitivity of the
criminal justice system, Chapter 4 delves
into racial hatred and violence by members of society in general. Dividing the
chapter into subsections, Ogawa discusses the discrimination and hostility
experienced by individuals who are defined by racial boundaries, socioeconomic
status, religious affiliation and sexual orientation.
Chapters 5 and 6 focus on improving the
criminal justice system and presents recommendations for redesigning victim services. In Chapter 5, Ogawa provides a
discussion of tactics designed to promote
the inclusion of minorities in the criminal
justice system through communication
building, outreach, and the implementation of restorative justice principles within
the system and the community. Finally,
Chapter 6 culminates the text with a discussion of the need for multiculturalism
in victim services and minority health
systems, as well as the implementation
of culturally-competent
approaches to
ensure minority participation in the services provided.
Perhaps the most compelling and formidable aspects of this text are advanced
as Ogawa weaves the emotional stories
of minority crime victims who have been
(re)victimized, isolated and ignored by the
criminal justice system. These stories
may force introspective reflection by readers to critically assess personal perceptions in an attempt to determine where
they fit in the matrix of cultural and ethnic sensitivity, and the role that intentional
and/or unintentional biases may play in
the decision-making processes of the
criminal justice system. While some
readers may reject many of Ogawa's arguments regarding the inappropriate and
somewhat disturbing treatment of minority crime victims, others may embrace
the text as a format for furthering the discussion of the treatment of minorities by
the criminal justice system.
Examining victimization from the perspective of cultural and ethnic sensitivity within
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the criminal justice system is counter to
traditional assessments, which predominantly focused on the victim and the offender. The Color of Justice, on the other
hand, addresses the more elusive aspects of victimization as a further traumatization of victims by the criminal justice system. A "compendium of general
principles, practical approaches and key
points for defining culturally sensitive
treatment of crime victims", Color of Justice is an excellent resource for providing
insight into the problems and possible
solutions for the experiences of minority
crime victims as they interact with the
criminal justice system.

investment in training and experience, the
layers of complexity just keep revealing
themselves.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

there is plenty to be gleaned from them
for improving investigative skills in the
"routine" homicide investigation. I know
now that I missed many clues in those
crime scenes that could have led investigators more quickly to the perpetrator.
These works provide a set of investigative tools that students of multicide need
to know and also students of homicide
need to consider, learn and incorporate
in their personal investigatory bag of
tricks.

Holmes, R.M & S.T. Holmes. (1998).
Serial Murder, 2nd Ed. Sage Publications.
Holmes, R.M. & S.T. Holmes (Eds.).
(1998). Contemporary Perspectives on
Serial Murder. Sage Publications.
Reviewed by Thomas S. Whetstone
University of Louisville
When I worked as a crime scene technician, I was only just starting my career
in policing. Working along side some of
the best teachers I have known, I was
tutored on the complexities of evidence
collection from the crime scenes of routine burglaries to homicides. I learned
on the job the wealth of information that
can be discovered at a crime scene if only
one would pay attention to detail. I had
no real idea at that time of the potential
complexities such a seemingly simple
maxim would entail. It was only with
years of experience that I began to understand how much is really told by the
evidence left behind. As I am reminded
from time to time, mainly when I again
feel that I have seen it all, I am brought to
the realization that the apprec1ation of
crime scene complexity is as deep as
your training and experience allow. Like
the nested Russian Matryoshka dolls, or
like onions, depending on your level of

I thought I had a pretty good understanding of murder. Was actually comfortable
(to the extent any sane person can be
with such knowledge) with what I knew
and what crime scenes told me. But I
recently had the pleasure to be again
brought to a higher plane of realization
through the efforts of Holmes and Homes
in their authored work, Serial Murder, 2nd.
Ed. and their edited companion work,
Contemporary Perspectives on Serial
Murder. Although both of these works
are targeted specifically at serial murder,

Serial Murderderives in part from the seminal work of Holmes and DeBurger (1985,
1988) on psychological profiling (now
criminal investigative assessment), and
expands on and applies them to the problem of serial murder (see also, Holmes &
Holmes, 1992, 1994, 1996). The taxonomy or classification scheme that is
set forth in this work is coherent, illustrative and bereft of complex and obscure
psychoanalytic labels. The labels used,
although not completely simplified, are
indeed approachable by the working
cops. Although clearly a work addressing social-psychological issues impacting the perpetrators, it is a lack of overt
medicalization or use of social-psychological jargon that makes the material in
this book easy to understand. Holmes
and Holmes employ a rather conversational style in their writing that allows the
chapters to flow like you are at the scene
of a grisly homicide and the ever-patient
professor is there to walk you through to

help you discover the complexities. This
aspect of the work makes this a very
approachable volume for any course dealing with homicide, particularly those where
practitioners are being developed. It is a
must read for any and all officers wishing
to become detectives and certainly anybody associated with homicide investigations. Holmes and Holmes lead with
a chapter on the types and prevalence of
murder in the United States, providing
definitions of the various types of unlawful killing, defines multicide and then further delineates between mass, spree and
serial murder - a triptych of terror if you
will allow. The next chapter further defines serial murder and those chapters
that follow provide a well-grounded taxonomy or classification system of serial
murder again using the aforementioned
approachable and comprehensible style.
The result is a detailed look into the dark
mind of the serial killer. A look that is
fascinating and at the same time deeply
disturbing.
Beyond the realm of homicide investigation is the sense that these two volumes
can be used to bring a greater insight into
the social and psychological forces that
drive serial killers. Through analysis of
crimes and crime scenes specific clues
regarding the "profile" of the perpetrator
can be developed. It is this interpretive
stage that is perhaps most problematic
for those who wish to forward the art and
science of criminal investigation assessment, and apply those tools to the investigation of serialists. In Contemporary
Perspectives on Serial Murder, Holmes
and Holmes present a series of chapters
by various authors designed to cover the
major theoretical underpinnings and the
investigative tools necessary for conducting a thoughtful and productive investigation into any homicide and in particular
to serial murder. In this reader Holmes
and Holmes bring many seminal articles
previously published into one readily accessible volume. They add to this contemporary works and several previously
unpublished works and the result is a
book that allows the student access to
some of the best work analyzing the phe-

nomenon of serial murder. The reader provides four chapters defining serial murder and the extent to which it exists. Joining Holmes and Holmes in this section
are scholars Phillip Jenkins who writes
about African-Americans and serial homicide; James DeBurger (and Holmes
the elder) who work to define serial murder'; Robert Hale and Andrew Bolin provide insight into the female serial killer
and Holmes (the younger) is joined by
Eric Hickey and Holmes(the elder) in a
further discussion of the female serial
"murderess." The next section delves
into the mind of the serial killer where
Robert Hale draws on learning theory to
help understand how murder is a learned
behavior and AI Carlisle examines the
serial killer in the context of a bifurcated
personality; Ron Holmes provides disturbing insights into sequential predation and
what drives these perpetrators. Another
reprise of the 1988 work with DeBurger
is updated with the inclusion of Stephan
Holmes to the lineup. Rounding out the
section is a chapter by an unidentified
serial killer. This is easily the most disturbing chapter in the book. Not because
of any lurid detail, sensationalist style or
flawed and obviously "sick" writing, but
rather because of its cold, detached and
overtly academic/clinical style. That it
lacks any real emotionality is extremely
instructive and completely unnerving.
After getting the readers' attention
Holmes and Holmes provide a section
that outlines and showcases the tools
used to investigate and trap such monsters. Ron Holmes contributes by discussing stalking and psychological profiling. Joseph Davis showcases the
Clairemont serial murder case and the
effect of a collaborative investigative effort. The section ends with a chapter by
David Rivers, a managing Sergeant with
the (now) Miami-Dade cold case unit.
Rivers provides insight into the mechanics of conducting a cold case investigation and provides certain hope that even
the most problematic case can often reveal new evidence with the passage of
years. The final section provides the
reader with some direction for the future.

D. Kim Rossmo constructs a methodological model while Thomas O'ReillyFleming examines the prospects for police networking. The book concludes with
a call to order by Holmes and Holmes
who define several problems impacting
the successful investigation of serial
murder.
This compendium provides the reader with
a rich and varied group of works that are
sure to pique the interest and inform even
the most jaded and experienced investigator or academic. If one comes away
from these two works without feeling a
bit uneasy then that person is certainly
capable of a level of detachment that I
am not. These works would be quite a
contribution to courses on homicide offender psychology and courses reg~rding forensics. The level of student getting the most out of these books is open
to debate. On the one hand they are so
approachable that reading and comprehending the bulk of the material could be
accomplished by a high school student.
However, this material is not for the developing child who may lack the capacity to put the material into the proper perspective and get past the sensationalist
nature of the business. So reading level
is not an issue, but maturity is, and that
should be coupled with a sense of purpose to the lessons. A sophomore or
junior level student (or a working cop)
should possess the maturity to handle
the wealth of information here. As I would
admonish (as do others with like slide
shows) my students in my forensics class
when I was about to show them my "dead
bodies I have known" slide show, that a
properly serious attitude needs to be
adopted as people, real living souls, had
come to a mean end so they could get
an education in homicide. So it is with
these two books. A perspective that
needs to be always in the back of the
readers' mind as they tour this ultimately
darker side of human existence. With
that said, any classroom discussion of
the works here should be perhaps accompanied by relevant crime scene photographs and other artifacts to bring to life
the complexities therein discussed.

As I started this review I spoke of my experience in crime scene investigations. I
realize that I have been sequestered in
the bright halls of academia too long as I
was forced to rediscover forgotten darkness through the reading of these two
books. It was a sure and certain reality
check for me and the renewed assurance
that true evil still walks upon this earth.
The disturbing thing about this is that
Holmes and Holmes and their cohorts
who join them in the compendium, have
seen these entities and know their darkest secrets. On the one hand I find this
comforting in that there are those among
us who look into the abyss and who have
made progress in understanding the creatures that exist there. On the other hand
it is simply as Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzche
observed, "Whoever fights monsters
should see to it that in the process he
does not become a monster. And when
you look long into an abyss, the abyss
also looks into you" (Nietzche, 1885, p.
146). Read these books, but do be careful how long you stare into the darkness ...
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Barak, Greg. (1998). Re-thinking Crime,
Criminals,
and Criminal Behavior.
Allyn & Bacon.
Reviewed by Bruce A. Arrigo
Institute of Psychology, Law, and Pu blic Policy -- California School of
Professional Psychology - Fresno
The history of Western criminology is
replete with attempts to explain the origin, cause effect, and nature of crime and
its control. These approaches to the
crime construct span the behavioral and
social sciences, cut across multiple comparative divides, and incorporate micro/
macro levels of analysis. Thus, it is not
surprising that many scholars and practitioners alike view the study of crime,
criminals, and criminal behavior as a
transdisciplinary and integrative exercise.
Interestingly, however, few researchers,
especially theoretical criminologists, have
developed a seamless and detailed model
of conceptual synthesis. How can we
account for this conspicuous deficiency?
Perhaps Kuhn (1970) first recognized the
awesome power that "paradigms" create,
manufacture, and legitimize, stifling our
capacity to see, think, and act beyond
the horizons of established reason and
inquiry, until, as if instantly, we stumble
to the brink of a scientific revolution that
captures our collective imaginations. Foucault (1970, 1977), too, understood how
"regimes of truth," as power/knowledge,
insidiously operate, functioning, as they
often do, through the restrictive, normalizing, and sanitizing language by which
they are constituted, resulting in increasingly productive and inventive modes of
disciplinary speech, thought, behavior.
Ultimately, both social theorists astoundingly reveal how our very existences are
policed, regulated, corrected. Such is
the "order of things."
Criminology is no stranger to Kuhnian
logic or Foucauldian sensibilities. At best,
the discipline has had an uneven, fragmented, and disjointed history.ifrauqht
with political intrigue, intellectual imperialism, and turf-conscious explanatory
rationales. From Beccaria's (1764) work
on punishment and deterrence (see also,

Bentham,
1789),
to Henry
and
M ilovanovic's
(1996)
constitutive
postmodernism (see also, Arrigo, 1999a),
approaches to crime, criminals, and criminal behavior have lacked any seamless,
comprehensive, integrative strategy that
might otherwise unify the disparate conceptual models that epitomize criminological pursuits.
As a domain of inquiry, the lack oftheoretical synthesis is traceable to core assumptions (i.e., values and beliefs) that
criminologists resolutely defend, as if
fighting for the ultimate survival of an endangered species. Elsewhere (Arrigo,
1995; Arrigo and Bernard, 1997; Arrigo,
1999b, 2000), I have examined these
assumptions in some detail. Generally
speaking, I have argued that "modernist"
versus "postmodernist" approaches to
human social behavior and civic life, offer
vastly different understandings of agency,
discourse, role formation, knowledge
(sense-making), society's social structure, social change, space/time consciousness, and the like. These differences inform how particular criminological paradigms (i.e., modern versus
postmodern) interpret power relations, the
nature of crime, the explanation of crime,
the control of crime, crime policy, and the
place of social justice in the discourse
on crime.
The preceding observations are not to
suggest that the distinguishing features
to criminological verstehen are rooted
exclusively or entirely in the modern versus postmodern chasm; rather, this
schematization is merely an instrumental vehicle by which to interpret and appreciate the dearth of conceptual integration in the field's long and charted history. Indeed, there is as much variability
within modernist theories of crime (e.g.,
biological, social, psychological), as there
are within postmodern approaches (e.g.,
socialist feminist, peacemaking, anarchist), and these differences offer unique
views on the core assumptions previously
mentioned. This notwithstanding, one
explanation for the lack of attention to
integrative criminology is that the sociological and epistemological belief systems embedded in all existing crime theo-

ries cut so deep that one must inescapably conclude that fundamental questions
about society and the human condition
underscore the divisions. This is where a
modern versus postmodern template
makes possible some provisional integrative analysis.
It is at this juncture that Gregg Barak's
book, Integrating Criminologies, proves
useful. As a prolific scholar and first-class
educator, the author understands the
complexities and nuances of criminological theory, which inform its interdisciplinary nature. More than this, however,
Barak recognizes that the field "needs to
begin getting down to the business of filling in the spaces between the different
disciplinary perspectives on crime and
justice" (p. xi). But "filling in the spaces"
is certainly no small undertaking. To be
clear, Barak does offer something of criminology textbook. For example, the standard fare of disciplinary-specific criminological theories are broadly canvassed
(e.g., bioloqical, sociological, psychological, law and economics) (pp. 110-185),
but this is not his essential aim. Barak
understands that all knowledge functions
as both a source and product of power
(p.
10).
Thus,
criminological
interdisciplinarity, with its focus on integration rather than differentiation, potentially weaves a narrative of inclusivity
rather than exclusivity, plurisignificance
rather than singular meaning, comprehensiveness rather than specialization. Indeed, as the author concludes, ".... all
disciplines concerned with the study of
society and human nature have valuable
contributions to make to the study of
crime, criminals, and crime control. ...
[These] disciplinary contributions are
enhanced when they are integrated into
an interdisciplinary framework" (p. 12).
Thus, the value of Barak's text must stand
or fall on his capacity to move the full
weight ofthe sluggish criminological community forward in its general understanding of conceptual synthesis, and the relevance this undertaking has for ongoing
scholarly inquiry and policy formation. But
such a task is daunting, to say the least,
especially in the pages of a textbooknonconventional thought it may be. Barak,

I

however, squarely intends to bring us to
this "paradigm shift" and to this new archaeology of criminological knowledge.
The question, of course, is does he succeed. I believe the answer is both yes
and no.

I'

The author is to be commended for his
enthusiasm surrounding theoretical integration. Indeed, Part III of Barak's text is
an original, thoughtful, accessible, and
insightful analysis, laying out the necessary ingredients for an integrative, interdisciplinary criminological enterprise.
From his critique
of modern and
postmodern conceptual synthesis (pp.
186-215) to his assessment of postpostmodern integration (216-235), to his
fusion of cultural, media, and gender studies (pp. 236-268), to his interdisciplinary
approach to crime reduction (pp. 269302), one feels the full force of Barak's
commitment to the synthetic agenda.
This alone is a major accomplishment.
Yet, Integrating Criminologies does not
synthesize the vast array of criminological thought, representing the discipline.
It does not develop the kind of interwoven, kaleidoscopic tapestry that is at the
core of Barak's otherwise timely and interdisciplinary crime and social control
narrative. In short, the author provides
the blueprint for what to do with criminological thought without fashioning a seamless, integrative, and comprehensive
theory, consistent with his interdisciplinary vision. To be fair, Barak does suggest something approximating a paradigm
in his integrative-constitutive
model of
criminological knowledge (pp.232-234).
However, this is not the same as understanding what the synthetic connections
are among, for example, social control
theory and peacemaking criminology,
between differential association theory
and anarchist criminology, between routine activities theory and psychoanalyticsemiotic criminology, as well as their overall integrative intersections. Admittedly,
these matters are not the stuff of undergraduate textbooks; however, after reading Integrative Criminologies one is left
wondering about these very intricate and
controversial matters.
In sum, Barak succeeds in reorienting

our appreciation for what criminology has
been and what it could be. His conceptually rich and integratively sound vision for
the discipline sends a clear message: the
future of law, crime, and justice must
extend beyond the confines of prevailing
model-specific sensibilities and embrace
the confluence of intellectual approaches
that more fully embody what it means to
be human and to engage in pro-social
interaction. This interdisciplinary and integrative agenda will dramatically alter the
way criminologists interpret crime, criminals, and criminal behavior. Regrettably
for now, however, we must accept, on faith
alone, Barak's commitment to the paradigm he describes. I suspect some will
dismiss his claims without something
more. Interestingly, sometimes belief is
what gives one pause to see more clearly
and more resolutely. Ultimately, this IS
what Integrative Criminologies poignantly
symbolizes. I for one agree with the author. I hope others will consider his text
with this notion in mind. Only then can
criminology liberate itself from the ossified and entrenched theoretical perspectives that have for so long dominated its
fertile development. Only then can criminology become an affirmative and nonoppressive voice for those who are excluded from the vile and hate-filled public
discourse on crime. Only then can criminology assume its rightful place as a vehicle for resuscitating and advancing social justice. Only then can we find better,
more enduring ways to make peace with
the harm (e.g., physical, psychological,
sexual, economic) caused by crime.
These sentiments are the sub-text of
Barak's Integrative Criminologies. His integrative and interdisciplinary schema
reminds us that we can ill-afford to recoil
from such important ideals. Indeed, these
are the very beliefs that give one hope,
invite forgiveness, and make possible redemption.
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J. Mitchell Miller & Richard Tewksbury.
(2000). Extreme Methods: Innovative
Approaches
to Social Science Research. Needham: Allyn & Bacon.
Reviewed by Gene Bonham, Jr.
Sam Houston State University
J. Mitchell
Miller
and
Richard
Tewksbury's collection of readings entitled Extreme Methods: Innovative Approaches to Social Science Research is
a must read for students and faculty alike
who have an interest in qualitative ethnographic research methods and the ethical dilemmas that arise as a result of
conducting such research. The authors
have skillfully selected articles to include
in their book that represent methodological, ethical, and personal challenges for
the researchers involved. As the title of
the book suggests, Miller and Tewksbury
focus on extreme research methods, that
is, those methods that are either "highly
unusual or creative approaches to finding answers to difficult-to-answer questions." The type of research discussed

-

in this book involves the study of crime
and stigmatized, deviant groups who are
difficult to access in order to conduct inquiry without using extreme methods.
These methods include covert participant
observation, full participation, and other
innovative techniques. These groups, by
virtue of being deviant, or fringe, are secretive and suspicious of outsiders, preventing traditional data collection and research designs. The eighteen articles
included in this book portray a variety of
research settings, approaches, ethical
quandaries, as well as professional and
personal consequences for those using
these approaches. Some of the field research described involves a real element
of danger for the researchers, both physical and emotional. In addition, given that
mainstream traditional researchers using
variable-based quantitative research
methods many times frown on the extreme methods described in this book,
these researchers also face serious professional challenges, which the authors
describe in this book.
The book is divided into four sections,
each with several articles focusing on a
centralizing theme for the section. Section 1 is entitled: Beyond Convention:
Extreme Methods of Fieldwork. The first
article in this section,
by Richard
Tewksbury, discusses the potential participant observation approach in fieldwork
and the attendant ethical concerns as he
studies two "sexualized, subcultural,
homosocial environments", that is behavior in an adult bookstore video peep-show
and a public park known for men seeking
other men for sexual relationships. In the
second article by J. Mitchell Miller, covert participant observation is discussed
in terms of its historical development as
a research technique. The author uses
Laud Humphrey's infamous Tearoom
Trade (1970) to defend the technique as
a useful and necessary approach in certain circumstances. It is acknowledged
that the most difficult hurdle to overcome
in employing this research approach is
the ethical factors, which must be examined on a case-by-case basis. Covert
participant observation is also the topic
in the third article by Richard Hilbert.
However, instead of examining advan-

tages and disadvantages, or ethical concerns, Hilbert focuses on the nature of
covert participant observation itself. He
offers a number of observations about the
practice of covert observation and the
social settings in which they occur. In
the fourth article, James W. Marquart
describes his experiences as a full participant doing research in a prison setting. Here, the author actually became
employed as a correctional guard in a
maximum-security prison to study first
hand "how things really operated." This
researcher, as a full participant, actually
shared and experienced the risks, dangers, and violence (the author was physically assaulted) ofthe prison setting. The
author discusses the problems of observing wrongdoing in this type of research
as well as methodological issues. The
final article in Section 1 by Kathleen
Barker, Lynda Fong, Samara Grossman,
Colin Quin, and Rachel Reid examines
the relationship between self-reported
attitudes and behaviors concerning recycling behavior obtained by a survey compared to actual behavior measured by a
trace accretion. While the methods used
in this research is less intrusive perhaps
than the other examples of extreme methods, this approach still raises both methodological and ethical issues that must
be confronted by the researcher.
Section 2, entitled Establishing Entree
and Rapport leads the reader into the
important areas of gaining access (entree)
to the research subjects being studied,
how to gain their trust and acceptance,
in essence establishing rapport with subjects. In the first article, Richard Berk
and Joseph Adams deal directly with the
problem of gaining entree with deviant
groups. In part, they emphasize the need
to carefully think about the group being
studied, assess how the subjects will
view them, and plan ways to minimize
the obstacles these perceptions might
have on the research project. Richard
Tewksbury and Patricia Gagne discuss
similar entree issues in the second article. The critical importance for the researcher studying deviant groups is to
manage perceptions, that is perceptions
of both those being studied and the community in which the group exists. The

authors adeptly demonstrate ways of
managing perceptions in the context of
research with HIV groups, transgendered
people including transsexuals, crossdressers, and gender radicals. The authors point out the importance of Weber's
(1913) concept of verstehen in doing this
type of ethnographic research, that is
researcher descriptions of the deviant
group being studied should be from the
world view and perspective of the community members. The next two articles
discuss how to gain access to and foster rapport with research SUbjects in very
specific settings. In the Richard Wright,
Scott Decker, Allison Redfern, and
Dietrich Smith article, research was conducted with active burglars in St. Louis,
Missouri using intensive interview techniques and fieldwork. This article is especially interesting in the sense that typically those involved in illegal behavior are
very secretive about their activities and
suspicious of outsiders. The article demonstrates ways the researcher can first
of all find appropriate subjects and then
develop trust with these individuals in order to carry out research goals. The final
article in this section, by Mark Hamm,
shows that extreme methods used in
studyinq gangs can provide information
and new insights that could never be
achieved using more traditional methods.
The author does this by describing, historically, various approaches used in
studying gang activity. Participant observation
studies
completed
by
Jankowski (1991), William Chambliss
(1973), Walter Miller (1958) and others
are summarized in this article. It is interesting to note in Jankowski's works, the
researcher was physically beaten some
37 times, twice seriously, as he became
an initiate to new gangs under study.
Extreme methods sometimes result in
extreme consequences for researchers
who use these approaches.
Section 3 of this book, entitled Get a Little
Dirt on Your Hands: Illustrations of Extreme Fieldwork examines how the use
of extreme methods can shed light on
both marginal groups and their behavior
as well as on mainstream society. The
authors point out that only by understanding what is on the edges can we

understand what makes behavior mainstream. J. Mitchell Miller and Lance H.
Selva discuss the secretive world of undercover work in the narcotics market in
the first article. Asset forfeiture and the
clandestine world of undercover narcotics agents are studied when one of the
authors becomes a confidential informant
for one year using disguised or covert
observational techniques in completing
the study. Discussion includes justifications for these types of extreme methods, as well as ethical implications.
Columbus Hopper and Johnny Moore, in
the second article, conduct research on
the role of women in outlaw motorcycle
gangs. Data for this study were gathered primarily in Mississippi, Tennessee,
Louisiana, and Arkansas using participant
observation and interviews. Initial contacts were possible with biker subjects
due to the background of Johnny Moore,
coauthor of the article, who was once a
biker himself. A rich amount of data was
obtained about biker women, a group who
had previously received little research
attention. In the third article, Wendy
Lozano and Tanice Foltz, report on their
research with a religious group of radical
feminist witches. To collect their data,
the researchers used participant observation in the coven's rituals and other
social events, in addition to in-depth interviews with all group members. The
result was a framework within which
witchcraft provides for "interpreting and
giving meaning to death." Carol Ronai
and Carolyn Ellis, in the fourth article in
this section, explore the world of strip
clubs and the experience of erotic dancing. Much of the data for this research
derives from the experiences of Ronai as
an erotic dancer, who danced during 1984
and 1985 in order to pay for her schooling, using reflexive methodologies that
include analysis of the personal perceptions and feelings of the researcher herself. These methods further involve using what Ellis calls "systematic sociological introspection"
by putting the researcher back mentally and emotionally
into her experiences as a dancer and recording what was remembered. Similar
techniques are utilized by James Myers
in the final article in this section. Only
here, the researcher not only uses per-

sonal experience to better understand the
world of non-mainstream body modification, such as genital piercing, branding,
burning, and cutting, but makes the case
that full participation of the researcher
allows a better understanding of the data
collected. While this particular group
being studied might appear to be extreme
to most social researchers, the author
discovered that many participants were
rather conventional in many ways and
was able to identify several specific motivations for their unusual behavior.

actually gone to jail for not revealing confidential sources, i.e. subjects of their
research. In the author's case, he went
to jail in spite offollowing the professional
ethical code of the American Sociological Association. A number of troubling
issues are presented in this article, including the relationship between the state
and researchers, the state and the press,
researcher's reporting of observed law violations, and the potential legal impact of
professional organizations codes of ethics.

Stigma, Danger, and Ethics: Problems
in Extreme Methods is the title of Section 4 of this book. In the remaining four
articles in the book, the authors describe
and discuss the ways that researchers
who practice extreme methods face problems and obstacles that researchers practicing more traditional approaches normally do not. Frequently, research ofthis
type, partly because of the activities studied, is seen as "unsavory or disreputable."
In the first article by David Sonenschein,
the point is made that researchers studying extreme groups and activities are often viewed by others in the community
and even the research community, as
sharing the "oddities" of the people being
studied (a phenomenon called "courtesy
stigma" by Goffman). Personal safety of
researchers is the topic of the second
article by Terry Williams, Eloise Dunlap,
Bruce Johnson, and Ansley Hamid in
which the authors describe specific safeguards that may be taken to deal with
potentially dangerous situations and how
to handle the incumbent stress associated with this type of research. The authors highlight the social context of personal safety in the drug culture. Erich
Goode discusses ethical and legal ramifications of using extreme methods in the
third article. Here it is pointed out that
many times there is no alternative way
to study deviant or fringe groups and that
this type of research does not necessarily have to violate established ethical
norms. The author presents a good review of classic ethnographic studies in
which criticism has resulted based on
ethical or legal grounds. In the final article, Rik Scarce discusses his and others examples in which researchers have

Extreme Methods is a book that is not
only an interesting read, but also crosses
disciplinary boundaries in discussing issues relevant to criminal justice, criminology, sociology, and psychology. It
would be a valuable supplement to both
graduate and undergraduate courses
dealing with research methods, qualitative and ethnographic research, deviancy,
or even the philosophy of science. Each
section of the book contains questions
for discussion, which are designed to
encourage discussion and critical thought
on the part of the student or reader. It
would therefore work very well in supplementing lecture by providing a vehicle for
class discussion of difficult issues related
to methodology, epistemology, ethics,
law, as well as professional issues for
researchers using extreme methods or
studying deviant groups.
As acknowledged by the authors, there
will be those who view the methods and
groups studied in this book as "weird" or
too extreme to be considered seriously.
This type of methodology is not for everyone, myself included. However, as a
graduate student steeped in the positivist tradition searching for objective truth
through variable analysis, this book of
readings has opened a new perspective
that enriches my understanding of research and the manner in which we typically attempt to answer difficult questions
in our chosen fields. Every student who
plans to go on to conduct research and
contribute to a body of knowledge should
read this book and grapple on some level
with the methodological, ethical, legal,
and professional issues that are discussed.
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RIA FOR THIS YEAR'S AWARD:

MUST MEET THE FOLLOWING

CRITE-

1. Be a woman or a member of an underrepresented minority group in the criminal justice/criminology discipline, including African American, Native Americans, Hispanics, Asian Americans

AND
2. Be enrolled in an undergraduate program of criminal justice/criminology
OR
3. Be enrolled in a master's degree program of criminal justice/criminology.
TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR THE AWARD, AN APPLICANT
1.

Letter of application

2.

Personal resume

3.

Official Transcript

4.

Faculty Letter of Nomination

5.

Conference Presentation Proposal

MUST SUBMIT:

The presentation may be either a roundtable, research paper or poster session. Four copies of the
presentation proposal must have previously been submitted. Paper proposals should not exceed ten
typewritten double-spaced pages and should discuss (a) nature and importance of research, (b)
methodology, (c) findings, and (d) theoretical and practical implications of the research. This proposal should have already been submitted to the Program Committee for the Conference. If available, completed manuscripts may be submitted in place of a research paper proposal.
THE DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING APPLICATIONS

IS NOVEMBER 1, 2000.

All applications should be sent to: Chairperson, MWS Student Travel Awards Committee, Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, 1500 N. Beauregard Street, #101, Alexandria, VA 22311.
The MINORITIES AND WOMEN SECTION reserves the right not to make an award.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS:

PUBLICATIONS:

o

ACJS Today
Members Only

o

o

Employment Bulletin
Free with ACJS Membership
$15.00 per volume (Oct. - April)

o

o

Journal of Criminal Justice Education (JCJE)
Free with ACJS Membership
$22.50
One Issue
$45.00
One Year
$80.00
o TwoYears
o Three Years
$120.00

o
o

o

Justice Quarterly (JQ)
Free with ACJS Membership
One Issue
o One Year
o TwoYears
Three Years

1500 N. Beauregard Street, Suite 101
Alexandria, VA 22311
(703) 379-2090· Fax: 703-379-8867
Email: pubs@acjs.org

Guide to Graduate Programs in Criminal
Justice and Criminology
One copy

$15.00

Media Guide
o For Media
o Other than Media - One Copy

Free
$5.00

o

Minimum Standards for Criminal Justice Education:
Guidelines for College and University- Level Programs
One Copy
FREE

o

Teaching About Comparative/International
Justice: A Resource Manual
One Copy

Criminal
$12.00

SERVICES:

o

$25.00
$100.00
$160.00
$225.00

o

o

Mailing Labels
Entire Member List
Member List without students

o
o

$495.00
$395.00

SHIPPING INFORMATION:

o

Federal Express Shipping*
02nd

Day

'There

is no charge for shipping via US Mail.

OStandard

Overnight

0 Priority Overnight

If you choose to have your shipment sent via Federal Express, you must provide pre-

payment with a credit card only.

Member Id:

Name:

_

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------State:
Zip:
_

Address:
City:

Count~:

_

Phone:

Fax:

PAYMENT INFORMATION:
DCheck

DVisa

(U.S. dollars only made payable to ACJS)

DMasterCard

DAmerican

Express

Card Number:
Name as it appears on card:

DMoney Order
Exp. Date:

_

---------------------------------------

Signature:

_

Return form and payment to:
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences
AUn: Order Processing
1500 N. Beauregard Street, Suite 101
Alexandria, VA 22311
(703) 379-2090 • Fax: (703) 379-8867
AT111299
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President
Todd Clear
John Jay College
Department of Law and Police Science
899 10th Avenue
New York, New York 10019
(212) 237-8470 • Fax: (212) 237-8383
tclear@hera.jjay.cuny.edu

Trustee-at-Large
David L. Carter
Michigan State University
.School of Criminal Justice
560 Baker Hall
East Lansing, M148824-1118
(517) 355-9308 • Fax: (517) 332-1055
carterd@msu.edu

First Vice President
Mittie b. Southerland
Interim Director of Public Safety
Professor and Coordinator of Criminal Justice
101 Public Safety Building
Murray', KY 42071-3317
(270) 762-2222 • Fax: (270) 762-3692
Mittie.Southerland@MurrayState.edu

Trustee-at-Large
John Crank
Boise State University
1910 University Drive
Boise, 1083725
(208) 426-3886 • Fax: (208) 426-4371
jcrank@bsu.idbsu.edu

Second Vice President
Richard Bennett
American University
Department of Justice, Law & Society
4400 Mass Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20016
(202) 885-2956 • Fax (202) 885-2907
bennett@american.edu
Treasurer
Marilyn Chandler
Ford
Volusia County Dept. of Corrections
Caller Service 2865
1300 Red John Drive
Daytona Beach, FL 32120-2865
(904) 254-1534 • Fax: (904) 254-1517
ref@n-jcenter.com
Secretary
Jeff T. Walker
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Department of Criminal Justice
2801 South University
Little Rock, AR 72204.1099
(501) 569-3083 • Fax: (501) 569-3075
jtwalker@ualr.edu
Immediate
Past President
Alida Merlo
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
G-1 McElhaney Hall
441 North Walk
Indiana, PA 15705-1075
(724) 357-5601 • Fax: (724) 357-4018
amerlo@grove.iup.edu

Trustee
(Region
One)
Peter Benekos
Mercyhurst College
501 East 38th Street
Erie, PA 16546
(814) 824-2328 • Fax: (814) 824-2182
pbenekos@mercyhurst.edu
Trustee
(Region
Two)
Terry Edwards
University of Louisville
Department of Justice Administration
Brigman Hall
Louisville, KY 40292
(502) 852-0971 • Fax: (502) 852-7939
tdedwa01@gwise.louisville.edu
Trustee
(Region
Three)
Pamela Tontodonato
Kent State University
Criminal Justice Studies
113 Bowman Hall
Kent, OH 44242
(330) 672-2775 • Fax: (330) 672-5394
ptontodo@kent.edu
Trustee
(Region
Four)
Barbara L. Hart
University of Texas at Tyler
Social Science Department
3900 University Boulevard
Tyler, TX 75799
(903) 566-7426 • Fax: (903) 566-7377
bhart@mail.utty1.edu
Trustee (Region
Five)
Mary Stohr
Boise State University
1910 University Drive
Boise, 10 83725
(208) 385-1378 • Fax: (208) 385-4371
mstohr@hsu.idbsu.edu

Trustee-at-Large
Robert
McCormack
The College of New Jersey
Department of Law & Justice
PO Box 7718
Trenton, NJ 08628
(609) 771-3185'
Fax: (609) 637-5141
mccormac@tcnj.edu
Association
Manager
Laura Monaco
ACJS
1500 N. Beauregard Street, Suite 101
Alexandria, VA 22311
(800) 757-ACJS
(703) 379-2090 • Fax: (703) 379-8867
Imonaco@acjs.org

